
Get business-ready data in minutes, for your Data Cloud

Learn more: matillion.com/technology/cloud-data-warehouse/snow�ake/

Easy data loading
Intuitive user interface for batch loading and 
change data capture (CDC) with ability to 
leverage existing or create new connectors to 
virtually any source in minutes, legacy or SaaS, 
from CDPs to apps.

Realize value fast
Rapidly progress from proof-of-concept               
to production to ROI. 

Utilize the full scale of the cloud
Optimized integration and processing on 
Snow�ake to free up time for more            
valuable work. 

Get up and running quickly
Integrate all your data from all sources into Snow�ake Data 
Cloud, with massive speed and agility, at scale.

Deliver data ready for the business, fast
Get clean, complete data to the business e�ciently, ensuring greater 
consumption and use of data for decisions and operations.

Accelerate Snow�ake adoption with Matillion.

In today’s world, the only way to get ahead is to get better data to the business at speed, accelerate the use 
of that data company-wide, and truly realize the full-value of the cloud fast.

Transform data at speed
Leverage Matillion’s low-code/no-code platform for    
building e�cient, high-volume transformations in 
Snow�ake Data Cloud.

Easy to Manage
Schedule, monitor and manage all pipelines in one place.

Save money and scale.
Train more cost-e�ective resources, letting data       
engineers perform higher-value work.



Accelerate time-to-value with Matillion’s platform

Data leaders worldwide rely on Matillion for top-tier results

Purpose built for Snow�ake
Matillion helps you build out a data and analytics platform that takes full advantage of the speed, performance, and 
scalability of Snow�ake Data Cloud, enabling you to deliver business and analytics-ready data at speed and scale.

Snow�ake speci�c support
Zero copy clone, alter warehouse, and more, 
directly from Matillion ETL, plus maximum 
Snow�ake performance. 

High-end security capabilities 
Provide advanced deployment options and 
rights management, leveraging governance.

Orchestrate data �ows. 
From ingestion to consumption, with 
consistent metadata regardless of 
underlying infrastructure.

Process 
quadrillion rows 

of data in just 
15mins

Increased 
processing 
speed by 

5x

Deliver 
business 

results in just
2 days

Realize the value of Snow�ake Data Cloud faster, with Matillion.

Load
Collect data from any 
source with universal 
data connectors..

Transform
Cleanse and enrich data 
to create current, 
correct,  complete 
datasets for every 
application.

Ochestrate
Manage data across it’s 
entire lifecycle with 
consistent metadata 
regardless of the 
underlying 
infrastructure,

Sync
Push datasets back 
out across the 
business for 
consumption in the 
core systems of 
record.

Structured Data

Machine Learning

Semi-structured Data

Uni�ed data
analytics platform

Data Engineer

Ingest . Enrich . Empower

Data Scientist

Learn more: matillion.com/technology/cloud-data-warehouse/snow�ake/


